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                                                       α-Methyl MDA.
                                                           MDP   (for Phenteramine)

±     5+5+10mg 6/11/80 9:00=[0:00] 5mg n.e. at 9:40 [0:40] +5mg - to maybe
      ± at 10:20 [1:20] +10mg [1:40] at ~±? [2:20] still ±? [3:20] clearly out.

-     30+30mg 6/25/80 10:30AM=[0:00] 30mg - conceivably ± at [11:00] - 30mg.
      no effects at all. challenge [with] 60 MDA q.v. p319.

+     80mg 6/30/80 8:50AM=[0:00] [1:00] ±, quite believable [1:30] to a +, can't
      give character to it, but real. [2:00] light + [3:00] receding, but not out.
      [4:00] not quite yet; ± at most [6:00] out for sure.

+(.5) 120mg 7/15/80 (tare back on balance found to be 8mg off, so this might be 120
      or 128. 11:00AM=[0:00] [0:40] alert in French conversation [1:20] to + or
      more. very MDA like - simple - no lines, no color, no motion. pleasant stone.
      no fantasy - probably more like MDMA [2:00] dropping? or getting very adapted
      to it. anorexia is real; impotency is real. [4:00] would assume down, except
      modest wine in evening [7-9 hrs] very intoxicating, slurred speech, amnesia.
      AM. clear, fresh, bright. Over + but probably not to a ++. 160mg should be
      excellent dose. Postmortem. Exposure of the activities of the previous
      evening! - anti-squash, torn bra., too (two) many fingers, almost hurt,
      hilarity, all lost. aggressive, trusting, forgotten. Not alcohol, but
      residual drug. AM those few shards assigned to dreams, not reality. Maybe ++?

+(.5) 160mg 9/11/80 (AP≡) 6:10PM=[0:00] alerts AP[:40] [:45] ATS slightly aware.
      very quiet development [1:00] ATS +, AP 1.75+ [1:15] ATS 1.5+ AP ++ -
      erectable. complete absence of body load. [2:00] ATS 1.5, AP = or > 2.0+
      [3:00] initial dropping Both have the feeling that this would be an excellent
      promoter - no visual, just very quiet awareness [3:10] - both 3 glasses of
      wine to challenge last experiment. no effects. good sleep. refreshed & active
      (mellow) in A.M.

++    200mg 10/5/80 (AP≡) 1:00PM=[0:00] inordinately foul taste. [0:40] both aware
      ATS sl. queasiness [1:00] to at or just under ++ ATS >++ AP. quite a bit of
      physical - eyes, teeth [1:30] a de-facilator? short day-dreams quickly
      forgotten. No values for the physical trouble. [2:30] box game, little if
      any ESP. Some sweating. [3:00] ATS dropping [4:30] out except trace residual
      both eyes & teeth. AP [with] 2 darts, sleep [4-5]. maybe at lower doses as
      LSD adjunct. Don't feel I should subject the group to this. Give level as ++
      and 160-200 as active dose. Some residual teeth clench, trace eye
      mismanagement.


